1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

Tongue diagnosis plays a pivotal role in traditional Chinese medicine (TCM) for thousands of years. Tongue characteristics, such as tongue shape and color, can reflect the internal health status of the body (e.g., organs, qi, blood, cold, heat) and the severity or progression of the diseases. By observing tongue characteristics, TCM practitioners can differentiate clinical symptoms and choose proper treatments. However, traditional tongue diagnosis is based on practitioners' subjective eye observation, which is often biased by personal experience, environmental lighting variations, and etc. Therefore, it is necessary to develop an objective and quantitative tongue diagnostic method that can aid practitioners' diagnosis [@b0005].

Tooth-marked tongue recognition may provide an ideal example to achieve these goals. As one of the most important tongue characteristics, tooth-mark along the lateral borders results from a fatter tongue body compressed by adjacent tooth. Tooth-marked tongue is often related to spleen deficiency, yang vacuity with cold dampness, phlegm and retained fluid, and blood stasis according to TCM theory. In addition, changes in the microcirculation of the dentate tongue include blood supply disorders, local hypoxia, and tissue edema. The clinical manifestations in individuals with tooth-marked tongue include loss of appetite, borborygmus, gastric distention, and loose stool. The diagnosis of tooth-marked tongue can greatly contribute to the symptoms differentiation and treatment selection [@b0010]. Yet, the tooth-marks on the tongue have various types (e.g., different colors and shapes), which makes the recognition of tooth-marked tongue challenging for TCM practitioners [@b0015].

Actually, researchers have attempted to build computerized tooth-marked tongue recognition models using image processing, statistical, and machine learning methods in recent years [@b0015], [@b0020], [@b0025], [@b0030], [@b0035], [@b0040]. Most of the studies have concentrated on local color and concavity-convexity features of the tooth-marked region. For example, Hsu and colleagues have conducted RGB color composition of the tongue region image and found that G color spectrum of the tooth-marks is lower than tongue body and tongue fur [@b0020], [@b0025]. Li et al. have used concavity information to generate suspected tooth-marked regions, then extracted features from these regions, and at last used a multi-instance support vector machine (SVM) classifier for final tooth-marked tongue classification [@b0015]. Recently, with the continuous development of artificial intelligence and deep learning technology, convolutional neural network (CNN) models have gradually been applied to the classification of tooth-marked tongue. CNN can extract high-level semantic features automatically and perform well in many image classification tasks [@b0045], [@b0050], [@b0055]. For instance, Sun et al. have proposed a 7 layer CNN model with the whole tongue region images as input to recognize tooth-marked tongue and achieved the accuracy of 78.6% [@b0035].

Overall, although these previous studies have obtained lots of achievements in the field of automatic tooth-marked tongue recognition, there are still some important issues to be explored. First, the accuracy of the previous models is usually under 80%. Then, the datasets only come from the identical equipment, indicating that the generalization of the models to classify tongue images captured by other devices remains unknown. Third, the sample size of the datasets is relatively small (e.g., 645 for [@b0015], [@b0035]) which may also restrict the generalization of the trained models. Finally, researchers only use tongue region images isolated from raw tongue images to train and test the models, without exploring the specific influence of irrelevant facial and surrounding portions.

In the present study, we expanded current tooth-marked tongue classification techniques in the following ways. First, we constructed larger tooth-marked tongue datasets with more than 1500 raw tongue images captured by different equipments, and also labeled tongue region for each image resulting tongue region image datasets. Second, to fully embody the advantages of deep learning, we used CNN models with deeper layers to extract features and perform classifications.

2. Materials and methods {#s0010}
========================

2.1. Datasets construction and preprocessing {#s0015}
--------------------------------------------

To build a relatively consistent and stable tongue image dataset, we acquired tongue images using standard equipments designed by Shanghai Daosh Medical Technology Ltd (DS01-B) or Shanghai Xieyang Intelligent Technology Ltd (XYSM01). Then, the images were transferred to personal computer for assessment. The tongue images were differentiated into tooth-marked or non-tooth-marked tongue by three professional TCM practitioners (with 20 years of clinical experience) from Beijing University of Chinese Medicine. All professionals were well trained and had normal or corrected-to-normal vision. The tongue images were sequentially assessed by professionals using HP P223 monitor (21.5 in., 1920 × 1080) in the same computer room. The detailed assessment procedure included three steps in this study. First, professionals discussed the diagnostic criteria for tooth-marked tongue. Second, one professional labeled all 1548 images to "tooth-mark" or "non-tooth-mark" folder. Third, the other two professionals reviewed the labeling results respectively. For instances of disagreement, three professionals should discuss and make the final decisions. The images with the consensuses by three professionals were included in the dataset for developing artificial intelligent model. The resultant dataset contained 672 tongue images with tooth-mark and 876 tongue images without tooth-mark. In addition, we also manually labeled tongue region for each raw tongue image. The purpose of isolating the tongue region is to facilitating model performance by controlling the influence of irrelevant facial portions and background surrounding the tongue. As a result, two datasets, including raw tongue image dataset and tongue region image dataset, were constructed. The exemplar of acquired raw tongue image and tongue region image were shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.Fig. 1Overview of the datasets construction and main processing procedures. (A) The illustration of tongue image capturing with standard equipment. (B) Construction of the raw tongue image dataset and exemplar of tooth-marked and non-tooth-marked tongue. (C) Construction of the tongue region image dataset and exemplar of tooth-marked and non-tooth-marked tongue. (D) The training, testing, and validating of the convolutional neural network model. (E) The testing of the models in a new dataset of tongue images captured by ordinary camera.

2.2. Network architecture {#s0020}
-------------------------

CNN performs well in image classification tasks. However, as the depth of the CNN increases, the training becomes more difficult and training error becomes higher. As one of the typical CNN architectures, the deep residual learning network (ResNet) model enables the network robust to the vanishing gradient and degradation problems caused by network depth, and performs better than traditional network model [@b0045]. Therefore, we used a typical ResNet architecture consisted of 34 layers (ResNet34) to classify the tongue images in the present study. The visualization of the ResNet34 model structure was shown in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. Rectified linear unit (ReLU) [@b0060] was used as an activation function after each convolutional layer (Eq. [(1)](#e0005){ref-type="disp-formula"}).$$ReLU\left( x \right) = max\left\{ {0,x} \right\} = \left\{ \begin{matrix}
{x,\, x > 0} \\
{0,\, x < 0} \\
\end{matrix} \right)$$Fig. 2Visualization of the ResNet34 model structure. Conv and pool stand for convolutional and pooling, respectively. The pooling or stride size is 2 (denoted by "/2"). "7 × 7 conv, 64" means that the convolutional kernel size is 7 × 7 and number of filters is 64. Solid lines indicate the input and output have identical dimensions, dashed lines indicate the input and output have different dimensions.

2.3. Model training and testing {#s0025}
-------------------------------

Models were developed and trained using PyTorch (<https://pytorch.org>) Python framework on Windows10 system with 1 NVIDIA 1080 GPU and i7 8700 K CPU. The network was initialized using pretrained weights on ImageNet datasets (<https://pytorch.org/docs/stable/torchvision/models.html>) [@b0065] and fine-tuned on our tongue image dataset. Since the fundus tongue images from different devices may have various resolutions, all available images were randomly resized and cropped to 416 × 416 pixels, and also horizontally flipped before model training. Then, the network was fine-tuned for 40 epochs using a batch size of 16. Stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with learning rate of 0.001 and momentum of 0.9 was used as an optimizer. In the testing stage, the input testing images of the trained network were resized to 420 × 420 pixels and center cropped to 416 × 416 pixels.

2.4. Statistics for model evaluation {#s0030}
------------------------------------

The accuracy (Eq. [(2)](#e0010){ref-type="disp-formula"}), sensitivity (Eq. [(3)](#e0015){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and specificity (Eq. [(4)](#e0020){ref-type="disp-formula"}) were used to evaluate the performance of the model [@b0070], [@b0075], [@b0080], [@b0085]. True positive (TP) represents the number of correctly classified as tooth-marked tongue, true negative (TN) represents the number of correctly classified as non-tooth-marked tongue, false positive (FP) is the number of incorrectly classified as tooth-marked tongue, and false negative (FN) is the number of incorrectly classified as non-tooth-marked tongue.$$\mathit{Accuracy} = \frac{\mathit{TP} + TN}{\mathit{TP} + TN + FP + FN}$$$$\mathit{Sensitivity} = \frac{\mathit{TP}}{\mathit{TP} + FN}$$$$\mathit{Specificity} = \frac{\mathit{TN}}{\mathit{TN} + FP}$$

The k-fold cross-validation is a robust and less biased method for evaluating the performance of a model. The general procedure is as follows: 1) Randomly split the data into k subsets; 2) Reserve one subset and train the model on all other subsets; 3) Test the model on the reserved subset and record the evaluation metrics; 4) Repeat above processes until each of the k subsets has served as the test dataset; 5) Summarize the performance by compute the average and variance of the k models' evaluation metrics. The choice of k is usually 5 or 10 in artificial intelligence studies. Five-fold cross-validation was performed in the current study. The 1548 raw tongue images (described in [Section 2.1](#s0015){ref-type="sec"}) were randomly shuffled and then divided into 5 subsets. First 3 subsets contained 310 tongue images and last 2 subsets contained 309 tongue images. Note that the partitions of 1548 tongue region images were in line with raw tongue images. In each validation, we used 4 subsets for training and the other 1 subset for testing ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}). Then, the average and standard deviation (SD) of the 5 models' accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity were calculated.

All aforementioned statistical metrics were calculated using Python software.

2.5. Model validating {#s0035}
---------------------

Four types of experiments were used to prove the effectiveness of the model in the present study.

First, to further evaluate our model, we also constructed a new testing dataset with 50 tongue images captured by an ordinary camera without strictly controlling for the surrounding circumstance. That is, the images in this dataset had various illuminations. Thus, it may increase the difficulty in classification and can validate the proposed method more strictly. The images were also differentiated to 27 tooth-marked and 23 non-tooth-marked tongue images by the same procedures described in [Section 2.1](#s0015){ref-type="sec"}. In addition, we also labeled the tongue region for each raw tongue image. Then, all raw tongue images here were classified using the aforementioned 5 models trained by raw tongue images, and all tongue region images in this dataset were classified using the 5 models trained by tongue region images. The main procedures were shown in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}.

Second, VGG16, which was proposed by the Visual Geometry Group at University of Oxford [@b0050], was used for comparative experiments. The "16" means 13 convolutional layers and 3 fully connected layers. Because the input image size here was 416 × 416 instead of 224 × 224, an adaptive average pooling layer with output size of 7 × 7 was used before fully connected (FC) layer. The training parameters here were consistent with ResNet34 aforementioned. The VGG16 have also been pretained on ImageNet datasets that can greatly reduce training time on our datasets.

The third is the comparison between our proposed models with other works. Here, we focused on the method proposed by Sun et al. [@b0035] which has achieved better tooth-marked tongue classification performance than other previous studies. Since Sun et al. have not released their code to the readers, we conservatively replicated their CNN model with 7 layers and used the best setting stated in their description. We conducted experiments on both of our raw tongue image dataset and tongue region image dataset. The five-fold cross-validation settings were the same as in the aforementioned paragraph.

Finally, we used Gradient-weighted Class Activation Mapping (Grad-CAM) [@b0090] method to visualize the most indicative regions for tooth-marked tongue and interpreted the model predictions. Here, Grad-CAM uses the gradients of the target concept (i.e., tooth-marked tongue) flowing into the final convolutional layer of the CNN to produce a coarse localization map highlighting the important regions in the image for predicting the tooth-marked tongue.

3. Results {#s0040}
==========

3.1. Five-fold cross-validation on raw tongue image dataset and tongue region image dataset {#s0045}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The five-fold cross-validated tooth-marked tongue classification results using ResNet34 architecture on 1548 raw tongue images are shown in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. First, we found that the performance of the classification model is relatively good and stable. The overall accuracy is 90.50% which proves the effectiveness of the method. Second, the overall sensitivity is 87.25% and specificity is 93.00%, indicating that the models have relatively high sensitivity and specificity. In order to control the influence of irrelevant facial and surrounding portions in the images, experiments were carried out using tongue region image dataset. As we expected, the overall classification accuracy on tongue region image dataset is 91.47% ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}), which is 0.97% higher than the average accuracy on raw tongue image dataset.Table 1Five-fold cross-validation results of the ResNet34 architecture.Raw tongue image dataset (n = 1548)Tongue region image dataset (n = 1548)AccSensSpecAccSensSpecFold 188.71%82.22%93.71%90.97%86.67%94.29%Fold 293.23%90.48%95.11%92.58%88.10%95.65%Fold 389.35%84.85%92.70%90.97%84.09%96.07%Fold 491.26%90.70%91.67%92.88%88.37%96.11%Fold 589.97%88.00%91.82%89.97%87.33%92.45%Average (SD)**90.50%** (1.60%)87.25% (3.29%)93.00% (1.28%)**91.47%** (1.09%)86.91% (1.53%)94.91% (1.40%)[^2][^3]

3.2. Validation on new testing dataset {#s0050}
--------------------------------------

To further evaluate our model, we also conducted experiments on new testing datasets. The new raw tongue image dataset consisted of 50 tongue images, and new tongue region image dataset contained 50 tongue region images manually isolated form raw images. The average accuracy of the trained models in [Section 3.1](#s0045){ref-type="sec"} is 83.20% and 88.80% for the 2 datasets, respectively ([Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"}). Since the images from this testing dataset were captured by camera under various light conditions, the overall accuracy of higher than 85.00% indicating that our models can be generalized to images from different devices with different illuminations.Table 2Classification results on a new testing dataset.New raw tongue image dataset (n = 50)New tongue region image dataset (n = 50)AccSensSpecAccSensSpecModel 178.00%66.67%91.30%90.00%92.59%86.96%Model 286.00%74.07%100%80.00%85.19%95.65%Model 386.00%77.78%95.65%88.00%92.59%82.61%Model 488.00%85.19%91.30%92.00%85.19%100%Model 578.00%85.19%69.57%84.00%96.30%69.57%Average (SD)**83.20%** (4.30%)77.78% (7.03%)89.56% (10.50%)**88.80%** (2.71%)90.37% (4.44%)86.96% (10.65%)[^4][^5]

3.3. Comparison with VGG16 architecture {#s0055}
---------------------------------------

To investigate whether the CNN architecture influence the experimental results, VGG16 was used for comparison. The results are shown in [Table 3](#t0015){ref-type="table"}. The average accuracy of five-fold cross-validation is 89.40% and 90.96% on raw tongue image dataset and tongue region image dataset, respectively. Therefore, ResNet34 architecture can increase the accuracy of tooth-marked tongue classification by 1.10% on raw tongue images and 0.52% on tongue region images.Table 3Five-fold cross-validation results of the VGG16 architecture.Raw tongue image dataset (n = 1548)Tongue region image dataset (n = 1548)AccSensSpecAccuracySensSpecFold 188.39%81.48%93.71%90.97%82.22%97.71%Fold 290.97%85.71%94.57%91.29%88.10%93.48%Fold 388.71%83.33%92.70%90.32%86.36%93.26%Fold 491.26%86.05%95.00%92.88%93.02%92.78%Fold 587.70%84.00%91.19%89.32%89.33%89.31%Average (SD)**89.41%** (1.44%)84.11% (1.67%)93.43% (1.37%)**90.96%** (1.17%)87.81% (3.55%)93.31% (2.67%)[^6][^7]

3.4. Comparison with other work {#s0060}
-------------------------------

Most of previous methods are based on local concave features and set threshold subjectively to classify the tooth-marked tongue. A recent work, using 7 layers' CNN to automatically extract features, has gained accuracy higher than other previous works [@b0035]. We conducted experiments on our datasets using Sun's method. The results are shown in [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}. The average accuracies, 70.61% on raw tongue image dataset and 71.77% on tongue region image dataset, are nearly 20% lower than our methods. In addition, due to the differences in data distributions and model architectures, Sun's method is usually failed to recognize tooth-marked tongue. Thus, the sensitivity is much lower than specificity, which may result in the low overall accuracy.Table 4Five-fold cross-validation results of the Sun's architecture.Raw tongue image dataset (n = 1548)Tongue region image dataset (n = 1548)AccSensSpecAccSensSpecFold 171.61%54.07%85.17%70.65%48.89%87.43%Fold 274.19%56.35%86.41%75.16%63.49%83.15%Fold 367.42%43.18%85.39%70.65%54.55%82.58%Fold 474.11%57.36%86.11%73.46%58.91%83.89%Fold 565.70%48.67%81.76%68.93%61.33%76.10%Average (SD)**70.61%** (3.47%)51.93% (5.31%)84.96% (1.67%)**71.77%** (2.23%)57.43% (5.20%)82.63% (3.68%)[^8][^9]

Notably, the input images are downscaled to 256 × 256 and randomly cropped to 224 × 224 in Sun's method. To eliminate the influence of the image size, we also performed experiments with the input image size in our method (416 × 416). As we can see from [Table 4](#t0020){ref-type="table"}, [Table 5](#t0025){ref-type="table"}, the input image size may not significantly affect the model's classification results.Table 5Five-fold cross-validation results of the Sun's architecture with input image size of 416.Raw tongue image dataset (n = 1548)Tongue region image dataset (n = 1548)AccSensSpecAccSensSpecFold 168.06%44.44%86.29%69.35%57.78%78.29%Fold 273.87%56.35%85.87%74.84%53.17%89.67%Fold 368.06%50.00%81.46%70.65%56.82%80.90%Fold 473.79%65.12%80.00%73.79%51.16%90.00%Fold 566.67%58.67%74.21%68.61%60.00%76.73%Average (SD)**70.09%** (3.10%)54.92% (7.13%)81.57% (4.41%)**71.45%** (2.45%)55.79% (3.20%)83.12% (5.64%)[^10][^11]

In sum, the average accuracy of our ResNet34, VGG16, and Sun's methods with different input image sizes are shown in [Fig. 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}. Our models can increase the accuracy of tooth-marked tongue classification by about 20%.Fig. 3Comparison with other tooth-marked tongue recognition methods. Our models with ResNet34 and VGG16 architectures can increase the accuracy of tooth-marked tongue classification by about 20%.

3.5. Visualization of the indicative regions for tooth-marked tongue classification {#s0065}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To ensure whether tooth-marked region contribute more to the tooth-marked tongue classification, Grad-CAM with respect to final convolutional layer of our model was performed. In the CNN, deeper layers can capture higher levels of the semantic information. Therefore, the final convolutional layer contains the best correspondence between semantic and spatial information of the images. As shown in [Fig. 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}, the Grad-CAM highlights the indicative regions, which are usually tooth-marked regions along the lateral borders, for tooth-marked tongue classification. The visualization by using Grad-CAM can help us to evaluate the model and also provide TCM practitioners more intuitive information for aiding diagnosis.Fig. 4Grad-CAM visualization examplars for the tongue image with tooth-mark. The upper panel shows the tongue region images and lower panel shows the heatmap of indicative regions by Grad-CAM overlapped on the tongue region images.

4. Discussion {#s0070}
=============

The tooth-mark characteristic of the tongue is a crucial indicator in the TCM assessment. Here, we proposed a framework for the recognition of tooth-marked tongue. First, we captured 1548 raw tongue images by different standard equipments, and differentiated these images into 672 tongue images with tooth-mark and 876 tongue images without tooth-mark. We also labeled tongue region for each image resulting tongue region image dataset. Then, we used ResNet34 CNN models to extract features and perform classifications. The overall accuracy of the models was over 90% on both raw tongue image dataset and tongue region image dataset. Interestingly, the models can be generalized to images captured by other devices with different illuminations very well. These results show that the method in the present study greatly improve the accuracy than previous studies and prove the effectiveness of the models even when the images are from different sources.

Our study may shed new light on symptoms or diseases diagnosis and pharmacological evaluation based tongue characteristics. Several previous studies have reported encouraging results using the tongue image features for differentiating healthy and unhealthy tongue [@b0095], [@b0100], diagnosing type 2 diabetes mellitus [@b0105], early-stage breast cancer [@b0110] and gastritis [@b0115], but they usually include more preprocessing steps, extract features empirically, and use traditional statistic and machine learning methods. Our CNN architectures in general can automatically extract features avoiding feature selection and reduce manual steps, which are key elements to enable translation of such systems in to the clinical practice. Moreover, the good effectiveness (higher than 90%) and generalization (not rely on specific device) of our framework may provide objective and convenient computer-aided method on tracking disease progression and evaluating pharmacological effect from a bioinformatics perspective.

Yet, there are several important topics for future researches. First, the specificity is slightly higher than sensitivity in most of our experiments. It may be caused by the inequality of positive and negative samples. Further researches are needed to investigate the influence of the number of tooth-marked tongue and non-tooth-marked tongue images. Second, our results demonstrate that the ResNet34 (the deepest CNN in our study) outperformed the shallower architectures (VGG16, Sun's 7 layer model) for all the metrics, including accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity. However, the CNN with deeper layer is usually more computationally intensive. Therefore, it's necessary to find better balance between the model performance and computation cost. Third, we found that the overall accuracy of the models on tongue region image dataset is slightly higher than that of raw tongue image dataset, suggesting the importance of developing advanced tongue segmentation algorithms in the future [@b0120]. And our framework may provide an ideal platform for evaluating these algorithms. Fourth, the validation of the manually created dataset is essential for developing algorithm. Future studies should carefully control the manual classification process (e.g., angle of the view and distance between the eyes and monitor screen), and evaluate the inter- and intro-observer reliability. Finally, there are different grades of tooth-mark appearances. Differentiating tongue images into more groups and constructing multiple classification models may increase the clinical applicability.
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